[The expressions of AMPAR/GluR2 in hippocampal CA1 area of rats before and after late-phase long-term potentiation reversal].
Late-phase long-term potentiation (L-LTP) plays a very important role in the maintenance of long-term memory in hippocampus. However, studies have shown that L-LTP can be reversed by subsequent neuronal activity. The aim of the present study is to investigate whether the presynaptic mechanism and the change of AMPARs expressions are involved in the reversal of L-LTP in hippocampal CA1 area. Standard extracellular recording technique was used to record the potential change in the stratum radiatum of CA1 area of adult rat hippocampal slices. Two hours after LTP induction, which was induced by high-frequency stimulation (HFS), two episodes of high-intensity paired-pulse low-frequency stimulation (HI-PP-LFS) were delivered to induce L-LTP reversal. Paired-pulse ratios (PPR) were obtained before LTP induction, 2 h after LTP induction and 30 min after LTP reversal. On the other hand, immunofluorescence histochemistry was used to detect AMPARs expressions before and after L-LTP reversal. The results showed that, after 2 h of induction, L-LTP was partially reversed by two episodes of HI-PP-LFS, and the percentage of depotentiation was 61.79%+/-14.51%. PPR obtained before and after LTP induction, and as well that after LTP reversal, are all more than 1, showing paired-pulse facilitation (PPF). Multiple comparison indicated PPR before LTP induction was the greatest one, and PPR after LTP induction was the smallest. In addition, no significant difference was observed in the intensity of AMPAR/GluR2 immunoreactivity in CA1 area among control group, LTP group and LTP reversal group. These results suggest that the presynaptic mechanism is involved in both the maintenance and reversal of L-LTP and there is no change in AMPAR/GluR2 expression before and after the reversal of L-LTP.